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for whom?



ps. open to mis-interpretation?
IDC Otsuka bathroom signage



merger & logo no-no



‘chuta hanpa’



interface





interface design

• Donald A. Norman’s The Design of Everyday Things has been very influential

• Norman identifies key attributes of the user interface of well-designed 
products. These are..

• visibility: a product naturally communicates how to use it

• clear conceptual model: allow users to form effective mental models of 
the processes that a product entails

• feedback: user of controls need to see an immediate feedback from their 
actions, otherwise apt to repeat or reverse actions made

• “When simple things need pictures, labels or instructions, the design has 
failed.”



visibility

• affordances: perceived and actual properties of an object (what functions, 
purposes it affords /permits). ‘Knobs are for turning. Slots are for inserting 
things into.’ (Norman, 1988: 9)

• constraints: limit the number of possible readings or applications of 
messages, instructions, controls, or patterns of assembly & use

• mappings:  relationship between controls (& their movements) and results 
in the world. eg. a turning a steering wheel evidently changes a car’s direction



conceptual model

• “a good conceptual model allows us to predict the effects of our actions. 
Without a good model we operate by rote, blindly; we do operations as we 
are told to do them; we can’t fully appreciate why, what effects to expect, or 
what to do if things go wrong. As long as things work properly we can manage. 
When things go wrong, however, or when we come upon a novel situation, 
then we need a deeper understanding, a good model.” (Norman, 1988: 13-14.)

• a good product interface reinforces mental modes of how the product works: 
it does not mislead for a false simplicity.



mental short cuts

• the human mind does not fully remember all relevant facts for carrying out an 
operation or for utilising a tool

• much information can be sourced from the environment and, when a product 
is well-designed, from the interface with it

• well organised interfaces, work places, diaries etc have self-reminding properties

• when the mappings of operations and outcomes are not clear-cut, simple 
stories or a pneumonic may help

• to err is to be human: interface design must accommodate & minimise the 
consequences of operator error

• much error is, in fact, the result of poor design.



good interface design

• intuitive, simply & accurately labelled, controls

• consistency in concept, mappings throughout all aspects of interface

• informative error messages

• error-proof the application: anticipate mistakes and minimize the costs of such 
errors

• humility re users

• do not let art triumph over usability: more buttons, each with a dedicated & 
clear function, is much better than complex usage for simple appearance


